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Exercises:

3.1. Show that, if A is a principal ideal domain (p.i.d.). then an epimorphism
fl: B--» B' induces an epimorphism I* : Exte (A, B)-. Exte (A, B'). State and
prove the dual.
3.2. Prove that Ext7(A, Z) * 0 if A has elements of finite order.
3.3. Compute Extz(Zm, Z), using an injective presentation of Z.
3.4. Show that Ext7(A, Ext7(B, C)) = Extz(B, Extz(A, C)) when A, B, C are finitelygenerated abelian groups.

3.5. Let the natural equivalences rl:E(-, -)-.Ext4(-, -) be defined by Theorem 2.4. a: Ext,,(-. -)-+Ext4(-. -) by Proposition 3.2. and

q : E(-, -)-,Exte(-, -)
by dualizing the proof of Theorem 2.4. Show that a j = ?I-

4. Computation of some Ext-Groups

We start with the following

Lemma 4.1. (i) Exte

1O

Ai, B t = n ExtA (A;, B),

(ii) Extn (A, F[

I

Bi)I

= r[ Exte (A, Ba) .

i

Proof. We only prove assertion (i), leaving the other to the reader.

For each i in the index set we choose a projective presentation
R;, +P;-»A; of A;. Then Q Rim Q R,-» A. is a projective presentation of

A,. Using Proposition 1.3.4 we obtain the following com-

mutative diagram with exact rows

Home(OAi,B1, Hom4(QP,,B)-*Hom4(QR;,B)-»ExtA/QA..B)
F
It
lr
fl Hom,i(Ai, B) r-, fl HomA(Pi, B)-. fl HomA(Ri, B)-» [l ExtA(Ai, B)
whence the result.

0

The reader may prefer to prove assertion (i) by using an injective
presentation of B. Indeed in doing so it becomes clear that the two
assertions of Lemma 4.1 are dual to each other.
In the remainder of this section we shall compute Extz(A, B) for A, B
finitely-generated abelian groups. In view of Lemma 4.1 it is enough to
consider the case where A, B are cyclic.
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To facilitate the notation we shall write Ext(A, B) (for Exta(A, B))
and Hom (A, B) (for Hom? (A, B)), whenever the groundring is the ring
of integers.
Since Z is projective, one has
Ext(Z, Z) = 0 = Ext(Z, Zq)

by Proposition 2.6. To compute Ext (Zr, Z) and Ext (Zr, Zq) we use the
projective presentation

Z' 1, )Z E »Zr
where p is multiplication by r. We obtain the exact sequence
Hom (Z4. Z),

) Horn (Z. Z)--H' Hom (Z. Z)--+Ext(Z4. Z)

I,

0)

It

)z

It

"`

+Z

Since.u* is again multiplication by r we obtain
Z

,.

.

Also the exact sequence

Hom (Zr, Zq)>---> Hom (Z, Zq)- - Hom (Z, Zq)» Ext (Zr, Zq)

It
Z(r.8)

F

/i

F

yields, since p* is multiplication by r,
EXt (Zr, Z9) - Z(r, q)

where (r, q) denotes the greatest common divisor of r and q.
Exercises:

4.1. Show that there are p non-equivalent extensions Zp>--.E-*Zp for p a prime,
but only two non-isomorphic groups E, namely ZppZJ and Zp:. How does
this come about?
4.2. Classify the extension classes [E], given by

Zm -.E-»Z
under automorphisms of Z. and Z,,.
4.3. Show that if A is a finitely-generated abelian group such that Ext (A, Z) = 0,
Hom (A. Z) = 0, then A = 0.
4.4. Show that Ext (A, Z) = A if A is a finite abelian group.
4.5. Show that there is a natural equivalence of functors Hom(-, (WZ) - Ext(-, Z)
if both functors are restricted to the category of torsion abelian groups.
4.6. Show that extensions of finite abelian groups of relatively prime order split.
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5. Two Exact Sequences

Here we shall deduce two exact sequences connecting Hom and Ext.
We start with the following very useful lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let the following commutative diagram have exact rows.

A --" B ' ) C--'O
la

10

ly

0-->A'-"B' --" C'
Then there is a "connecting homomorphism" co : kery-+cokera such that
the following sequence is exact:

ker(x"-+ker#------+kery

)cokery. (5.1)

If p is monomorphic, so is µ,k : if E' is epimorphic, so is E*

Proof. It is very easy to see - and we leave the verification to the
reader - that the final sentence holds and that we have exact sequences

kera '-"-* kerfi =ikery,
cokera-"' -*coker fi"-*cokery

.

It therefore remains to show that there exists a homomorphism
w:

"connecting" these two sequences. In fact, to is defined

as follows.

Let c e kery, choose b E B with Eb = c. Since Efib = y Eb = y c = 0
there exists a' a A' with fib = u' a'. Define w(c) = [a'], the coset of a' in
cokera.
We show that co is well defined, that is. that co(c) is independent of the
choice of b. Indeed, let b e B with ET = c, then b = b + pa and

fi(b+pa)=fib +p'aa.
Hence Y= a' + aa, thus [a] = [a']. Clearly co is a homomorphism.
Next we show exactness at kery. If c e kery is of the form Eb for
b e kera, then 0 = fib = p' a', hence a' = 0 and w(c) = 0. Conversely, let
c e kery with w(c) = 0. Then c = Eb, ib = p' a' and there exists a e A with
as = a'. Consider b = b -pa. Clearly ET = c, but

fib=ab-fµa=fib-p'a'=0,
hence c e kery is of the form Eb with b e kera.
Finally we prove exactness at cokera'. Let w(c) = [a] a cokera. Thus
c = eb, fib = p' a', and u' [a'] = [p' a'] = [fib] = 0. Conversely, let

[a]a coker a with p' [a'] = 0. Then p' a' = f i b f o r some b e B and
c = Eb a kery. Thus [a]= w(c).

0
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For an elegant proof of Lemma 5.1 using Lemma 3.1, see Exercise 5.1.

We remark that the sequence (5.1) is natural in the obvious sense:
If we are given a commutative diagram with exact rows

E--->F --> 0

D

.0

C

A

0

E'

F'

C'

0

we obtain a mapping from the sequence stemming from the front diagram
to the sequence stemming from the back diagram.
We use Lemma 5.1 to prove

Theorem 5.2. Let A be a A-module and let B' >B- *B" be an exact
sequence of A-modules. There exists a "connecting homomorphism"
w : Homa (A. B")-> Exta (A. B') such that the following sequence is exact
and natural
O-* Hom4 (A, B') w` Homa (A, B)--* + Homa (A, B")
w

) ExtA (A, B') -" > Exta (A, B) w' > ExtA (A, B") .

(5.3)

This sequence is called the Hom-Ext-sequence (in the second variable).

Proof. Choose any projective presentation R>4P `»A of A and
consider the following diagram with exact rows and columns
HomA(A, B') w' >HomA(A, B) Y'.-> HOMA (A, B")

0->HomA(P, B')->HomA (P, B)
0

l

f Homa (P, B")-*0
1

1

) Homa (R, B )-. HomA (R, B)--> Hom,i (R, B")

I

ExtA (A, B')

w

I

ExtA (A, B)

w*

I

ExtA (A, B")

The second and third rows are exact by Theorem 1.2.1. In the second
row W,: Homa (P, B)-*HomA(P, B") is epimorphic since P is projective
(Theorem 1.4.7). Applying Lemma 5.1 to the two middle rows of the

diagram we obtain the homomorphism w and the exactness of the
resulting sequence.
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be a homomorphism and let R' - P'-»A' be a proLet a :
jective presentation of A'. Choose 7C:P'->P and a:R'->R such that
the diagram

R'--->P'-HA'
lit

R-->P-»AI.
F

is commutative. Then a, 7v. a induce a mapping from diagram (5.4)
associated with R>-iP--*A to the corresponding diagram associated
with R'>--+P'-+.A'. The two middle rows of these diagrams form a
diagram of the kind (5.2). Hence the Hom-Ext sequence corresponding

to A is mapped into the Hom-Ext sequence corresponding to A'. In
particular -- choosing a ='A : A->A - this shows that co is independent
of the chosen projective presentation.
which make
Analogously one proves that homomorphisms
the diagram

B'>-, B-» B"
F'

1°

C"-.C

IV
'C"

commutative induce a mapping from the Hom-Ext sequence associated
with the short exact sequence B'--+B--+>B" to the Hom-Ext sequence
associated with the short exact sequence C'.-+C,C". In particular the
following square is commutative.
HomA(A, B") w) ExtA(A, B')

Ip

1P.,

HomA(A, C") w , ExtA(A, C')

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 0
We make the following remark with respect to the connecting homomorphism w: HomA(A, B")-+ExtA(A, B') as constructed in the proof of
Theorem 5.2. Given a : A--+ B" we define maps 7v, a such that the diagram

Rr- P-»A
B''. " , B- '

, B"

is commutative. The construction of co in diagram (5.4) shows that
w(a) = [a] e ExtA (A, B'). Now let E be the pull-back of (W, a). We then
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have a map 7r':

such that the diagram

R -P-----o A
B'---*
?---+>B"

is commutative. By the definition of the equivalence
l; : Ext,i (A, B')- E(A, B')

in Theorem 2.4 the element

[a] is represented by the extension

B'---+E --- *).A.

We now introduce a Hom-Ext-sequence in the first variable.
Theorem 5.3. Let B be a A-module and let A'»A A" be a short
exact sequence. Then there exists a connecting homomorphism
w : HomA(A',

B)

such that the following sequence is exact and natural

0- Hom,,(A", B)- P _ HomA(A, B)

Hom, (A', B)

(5.5)

- ExtA (A", B)- - ExtA (A, B) m" . ExtA (A', B) .

The reader notes that, if Ext is identified with Ext, Theorem 5.3
becomes the dual of Theorem 5.2 and that it may be proved by proceeding
dually to Theorem 5.2 (see Exercises 5.4, 5.5). We prefer, however, to give

a further proof using only projectives and thus avoiding the use of
injectives. For our proof we need the following lemma, which will be
invoked again in Chapter IV.
Lemma 5.4. To a short exact sequence A'--4A-4*A" and to projective

presentations E : P'--,*A' and s" : P"-»A" there exists a projective
presentation s : P* A and homomorphisms i : P'-P and n : P-*P" such
that the following diagram is commutative with exact rows

Proof. Let P=P'Q+P", let i : P'---+ P'@ P" be the canonical injection,

it: P' Q P"-' P" the canonical projection. We define a by giving the
components. The first component is cpe' : P'-+A; for the second we use
the fact that P" is projective to construct a map x : P"->A which makes
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the triangle

commutative, and take x as the second component of e. It is plain that
with this definition the above diagram commutes. By Lemma 1.1.1 E is
epimorphic. 0
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Using Lemma 5.4 projective presentations
may be chosen such that the following diagram is commutative with short
exact middle row
R'-+R > R"

iii

P ")> P"

A'>- `-Aw »A"
By Lemma 5.1 applied to the second and third row the top row is short
exact, also. Applying Hom,, (-, B) we obtain the following diagram
Homn (A", B) ... '...> Hom,, (A, B) .....'...> Homn (A', B)

I
I
I
O-Hom,,(P", B)=.Hom4(P. B) `' *Hom4(P', B)->O
I

0-> Hom4 (R", B)-> Hom4 (R, B)-> Hom (R', B)
Ext4 (A", B) ...w'.., Ext4 (A, B)

Exte (A', B)

By Theorem 1.2.2 the second and third rows are exact. In the second row
1* : Hom4(P, B)->Hom4(P', B) is epimorphic since P = P' pP", so
Homn (P' ED P", B) ? Homn (P', B) E Home (P", B). Lemma 5.1 now yields
the Hom-Ext sequence claimed. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2 one shows
that co is independent of the chosen projective presentations. Also, one

proves that the Hom-Ext sequence in the first variable is natural with
respect to homomorphisms fl: B---+B' and with respect to maps y', y, y"
making the diagram
A'---+
A"

commutative.

0
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If we try to describe the connecting homomorphism
co : Home (A'. B)-> ExtA (A". B)

in terms of extensions, it is natural to consider the push-out E of a : A'--+ B
and cp : A'-+A and to construct the diagram

A'-->A-9*A"

B - E-=1 A"
We then consider the presentation R">--*P"---oA" and note that the map
x : P"--+ A constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.4 induces a such that the
diagram
R">- * P"
A"
--

A'---+ A -»A"

is commutative. Now the definition of co(a) in diagram (5.6) is via the
map o : R"-* B which is obtained as o = ai in

R>-*P'(DP"-f!--,P' --"A'
I
R"

But by the definition of e : P' (D P"->A in Lemma 5.4, the sum of the two
maps
R-»R" ° *A', 0 )A

*A'>4' A
is zero. Hence a = - z, so that the element - co(a) _ [ - z] is represented
by the extension B,+E-»A".
Corollary 5.5. The A-module A is projective if and only if ExtA(A. B) = 0

for all A-modules B.

Proof. Suppose A is projective. Then 1: A=>A is a projective
presentation, whence ExtA (A, B) = 0 for all A-modules B. Conversely,
suppose ExtA (A, B) = 0 for all A-modules B. Then for any short exact
sequence B'>-*B-»B" the sequence
0-*HomA(A, B')-*HomA(A, B)-*HomA(A, B")-+0
is exact. By Theorem 1.4.7 A is projective.

0
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The reader may now easily prove the dual assertion.
Corollary 5.6. The A-module B is injective if and only if Extn(A, B) = 0

for all A-modules A. 0
In the special case where A is a principal ideal domain we obtain
Corollary 5.7. Let A be a principal ideal domain. Then the homomorphisms tp* : Extra (A, B)- Ext4 (A, B") in sequence (5.3) and
tp* : Extra (A, B)- * Exte (A', B)

in sequence (5.5) are epimorphic.

Proof. Over a principal ideal domain A submodules of projective
modules are projective. Hence in diagram (5.4) R is projective; thus
tp* : Home (R, B)-. Homo (R, B")

is epimorphic, and hence tp* : Ext4(A, B)--*Ext4(A, B") is epimorphic.

In diagram (5.6), R" is projective. Hence the short exact sequence
R'.--+R-"R" splits and it follows that q * : Hom4(R, B)-->Hom4(R', B)
is epimorphic. Hence tp* : ExtA (A, B)-> Exte (A', B) is epimorphic. 0
We remark, that if A is not a principal ideal domain the assertions
of Corollary 5.7 are false in general (Exercise 5.3).
Exercises:

5.1. Consider the following diagram

kerp ' kery
r,

A

I.

I

I

1fi

11

"

- co

I
cokera- -+coker(i

with all sequences exact. Show that with the terminology of Lemma 3.1 we
have ImE1= cokers*, Ker24 = kerµ*. Show Imp', = KerE4 by a repeated
application of Lemma 3.1. With that result prove Lemma 5.1.
5.2. Given A-+B-4C (not necessarily exact) deduce from Lemma 5.1 (or prove
otherwise) that there is a natural exact sequence
0--+ ker a-+ker pa--/ ker p-+ coker a- coker pa --+coker #--+0 .
5.3. Show that if R is not projective there exists a module B with Exte (R, B) + 0.
Suppose that in the projective presentation RAP-Z A of A the module R is
not projective. Deduce that rp* : ExtA(P, B)->Ext4(R, B) is not epimorphic.
Compare with Corollary 5.7.
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5.4. Prove Theorem 5.3 by using the definition of Ext by injectives and interpret
the connecting homomorphism in terms of extensions. Does one get the same
connecting homomorphism as in our proof of Theorem 5.3?
5.5. Prove Theorem 5.2 using the definition of Ext by injectives. (Use the dual of
Lemma 5.4.) Does one get the same connecting homomorphism as in our proof
of Theorem 5.2?
5.6. Establish equivalences of ExtA and Ex-t using (i) Theorem 5.2, (ii) Theorem 5.3.
Does one get the same equivalences?

5.7. Evaluate the groups and homomorphisms in the appropriate sequences (of
Theorems 5.2, 5.3) when

(iii) A is Z4,
(iv) A is Z4,
(v)

B is Z4;

is
is

(i)

(ii)

B 1S Z4;

is

is 0-+Z4--sZ8pZ2--+Z4-'0:
is

B is Z.

5.8. For any abelian group A, let

mA={beAIb=ma,anA),
,,,A={aeAIma=0).
Am=A/mA.
Show that there are exact sequences
0-+Ext (mA, Z)-- Ext(A, Z)-+ Ext(mA, Z)-+0 ,

0-'Hom(A,Z)-+Hom(mA,Z)--'Ext(Am,Z)-sExt(A,Z)-+Ext(mA. Z)

0.

and that Hom (A, Z) = Hom (mA, Z).
Prove the following assertions:
(i) A = 0 if and only if Ext(A, Z)m = 0;
(ii) if Am = 0 then Ext (A. Z) = 0:
(iii) if mExt (A, Z) = 0 = Hom (A, Z), then A. = 0.
Give a counterexample to show that the converse of (ii) is not true.
(Hint: an abelian group B such that mB = 0 is a direct sum of cyclic groups.)

6. A Theorem of Stein-Serre for Abelian Groups

By Corollary 5.5 A is projective if and only if ExtA (A, B) = 0 for all
A-modules B. The question naturally arises as to whether it is necessary
to use all A-modules B in ExtA (A, B) to test whether A is projective;

might it not happen that there exists a small family of A-modules B;
such that if ExtA (A, B,) = 0 for every B. in the family, then A is projective?

Of course, as is easily shown, A is projective if ExtA (A, R) = 0 where
Rt--+P-»A is a projective presentation of A, but our intention is that the
family B. may be chosen independently of A.
For A =Z and A finitely-generated there is a very simple criterion
for A to be projective (i.e. free): If A is a finitely generated abelian group,

